The family of switched-capacitor resonant converters is shown in Fig. 1-3 . It can be seen that each of the circuits consists of two active switches and two diodes. The small inductor L, is connected in series with the switching capacitor C1 to assist the resonant switching. If L, is zero or short circuited, the family of circuits will be similar to its classical counterparts [5-71. The proposed circuits operate in zero-current switching. They are different from load-resonant converters [2] in that they use large capacitors which have large DC components and no parallel resonant capacitor is needed across the transistors.
The family consists of three basic circuits: step-down mode (Fig. l) , inverting mode (Fig. 2) , and step-up mode (Fig. 3) ; and variations of the basic circuits: step-down one-third mode (Fig. 4) , inverting half-mode (Fig. 5) and step-up triple mode (Fig. 6 ) ; and dual output inverting (Fig. 7 ), dual output step-up (Fig. 8) and multiple output inverting and step-up (Fig. 9) . The function of the resonant inductors L, (Fig. 1-3) , L, and L,b (Fig. 4-9 ), are to create resonance cycles with C1 ( Fig. 1-3) , C,, and Clb (Fig. 4-9) when each of the switches Q1 or Q2 is switched on. In each circuit, the switches are connected in such a way that when each device is turned on, the device current is the same as the instantaneous inductor current. Hence, it creates zero-current turn-on mechanism. When the resonant currents increase to peak value in sinusoidal resonant manner and then decrease to zero, they cannot reverse into negative current because the diodes stop the current reversing. The circuits use fewer diodes and switches compared to other multi-switches switched-capacitor circuits [6, 71. Step-down half mode converter Step-down half mode 1 N L C I) Il.iGCl,
Step-up double mode
Step-down one-third mode This feature allows the transistor to switched off under zero-current. Fig. 1-3 show the basic circuits of the family with simple conversion ratios of 0.5, -1 and 2, respectively. The Fig. 6 shows circuit with a conversion ratio of three. The basic circuit is formed by QI, Q2, D2ar Dzb, Cia, Lra and (22, which is called double mode circuit as shown in Fig. 3 . By adding components DZc, D1, Clb, Lrb and C2, the output voltage is increased by one Vs. Again, resonant inductors Lra and Lrb are put in series with each of the switching capacitors C1, and Clb respectively in order to achieve zero-current switching when Q1 or Q2 is turned on or off.
C. Inverted Fractional Conversion Ratio

THE CIRCUITS
A. Binary Ratio Cconversion Ratio Circuits
D. Multiple Conversion Ratio Circuit
The amplitudes of DC voltage amplitude have been annotated next to the capacitors for clarity.
E.
Dual Output Circuits
Basic topology of switched-capacitor resonant converter can be merged to generate multiple output voltage. Fig. 7 shows a circuit with dual outputs of -Vs. It is a combination of two inverting mode circuits. Both V,, and Vob produce -Vs but they are isolated from each other by diode D1, and Dlb. Fig. 8 shows a circuit with dual outputs of 2Vs.
It is a combination of two step-up double mode circuits.
Again, the two outputs are isolated by diodes D1, and Dlb.
The loading dependent effect of each of the outputs has subtle effect on the other. Considering the multiple output inverting and step-up circuit shown in Fig. 9 , when Q1 is turned on and Q:! is turned off at to, the current through Q, is the sum of the currents of the resonant inductors La and Lrb, which is:
F. Multiple Output Circuits
When Q2 is turned on at t2, the current through Q2 is the same as iQ1:
To ensure zero-current switching is achieved on both switching devices, the resonant frequencies, o,, and mob, should be designed to be the same and also: Variations of this concept produce higher order circuits by adding switching-capacitors and diodes. This includes output voltage conversion ratios of 113, -0.5 and 3. Other fractional and multiple values can also be generated by using this concept. Multiple output voltages circuits can also be generated. These have conversion ratios of -1 and
2.
This new generation of switched-capacitor converters have only small magnetic components. No high flux core nor large core for energy storage even in high power applications. It has also the same advantage of other conventional switched-capacitor converters that all the proposed circuits are possible to be fabricated on semiconductor chips. Because of the zero-current switching characteristic, both switching loss and EM1 are low. It can operate with further higher switching frequency. The size and the weight of the capacitors of the converters can be decreased and hence, the power density can be higher.
